lost a good many through mines, but I was told that they
have invented a machine consisting of a kind of roller
which Is pushed In front of the tank and which explodes
any mine in Its path- The Finns were rather vague about
how it worked^ but I gathered it was something of this sort.
After talking for a while at Headquarters, we went up
to within a very short distance of the front line. Then we
got out of the car and walked along the main road until
we came to a barrier. This marked the actual front line.
We went round the barrier and down a little hill out Into
no-man's-land.
It was the most beautiful night I think IVe ever seen.
The temperature was about 25° below zero Fahrenheit
but the air was so electrically dry that you didn't seem to
feel it. The enormous, brilliant^ Arctic full moon so lit up
the whole countryside that it was practically daylight. The
trees had been cleared for about five hundred yards, but
beyond stretched the thick forest. Not a sound could be
heard, and a more utterly peaceful scene could scarcely be
imagined. And then, suddenly, I heard a swish behind
me and discovered a large ski-patrol gliding almost silently
towards the Russian lines, some of them carrying rifles and
others sub-machine-guns.
And so the feeling of war returneds and even more so
when I got back to the line and found that the Innocent
looking bank down which I had climbed was punctuated
every so often by cleverly concealed machine-gun nests,
which between them covered the whole front.
Then we went to see some of the tents where the Finnish
soldiers rest behind the lines, I said before that tents didn't
sound the ideal place to live in even in south Finland on
the Karelian Isthmus, and as for two hundred and fifty
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